LEARN AT HOME

Wednesday, May 20

- 6:00 am Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Helen Keller/I Am Alexander Graham Bell
  - Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Collection
- 6:30 am Peg + Cat: The Dinosaur Problem/The Beethoven Problem
  - Peg + Cat Collection
- 7:00 am Cyberchase: The Grapes of Plath
  - Cyberchase Collection
- 7:30 am Molly of Denali: Mollyball/Visit Oyah
  - Molly of Denali Collection
- 8:00 am Ready Jet Go!: How Come The Moon Changes Shape?/Night of a Bazillion Stars
  - Ready Jet Go! Collection
- 8:30 am Peg + Cat: Peg and Cat Save The World: Part I
  - Peg + Cat Collection
- 9:00 am Clifford the Big Red Dog: Nothing to Fur But Fur Itself/Jetta’s Project
  - Clifford the Big Red Dog Collection
- 9:30 am Pinkalicious & Peterific: Dancing Shoe/No Honking
  - PINKALICIOUS & PETERRIFIC Collection
- 10:00 am Plants Behaving Badly: Sex & Lies
  - A "Clever Adaptation" - Video Clip
  - Be a Bee – Lesson Plan
- 11:00 am Breakthrough: The Ideas That Changed The World – The Airplane
  - Breakthrough: The Ideas That Changed the World - The Airplane - Video Extras
  - Wilbur and Orville Wright: The Process of Invention | STEM in 30 – Video and Lesson Plan
- 12:00 pm NOVA Inside Animal Minds: Who’s The Smartest?
  - Chimpanzee Deception - Video, Discussion Questions
- 1:00 pm Peep and the Big Wide World: Current Events/Quack Loses His Hat
  - Making Things Float - Video
  - Fish Museum - Video
- 2:00 pm Sesame Street: Elmo’s Happy Little Train
  - 14 Trains | Sesame Street - Video
  - Salty and Pierre: Train | Sesame Street - Video
- 2:30 pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood: Daniel’s Grrificent Grandpere/Making Mozies with Nana
  - Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood Collection
• 3:00 pm Civilizations: God and Art
  ○ Civilizations - Episode 3 Clips
• 4:00 pm Asian Americans: Good Americans/Generation Rising
  ○ Asian Americans Collection